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As one of the most highly integrated system-on-a-chip
application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) to date, the Blue
Genet/L compute chip presented unique challenges that required
extensions of the standard ASIC synthesis, timing, and physical
design methodologies. We describe the design flow from
floorplanning through synthesis and timing closure to physical
design, with emphasis on the novel features of this ASIC. Among
these are a process to easily inject datapath placements for speed-
critical circuits or to relieve wire congestion, and a timing closure
methodology that resulted in timing closure for both nominal and
worst-case timing specifications. The physical design methodology
featured removal of the pre-physical-design buffering to improve
routability and visualization of buses, and it featured strategic
seeding of buffers to close wiring and timing and end up at 90%
utilization of total chip area. Robustness was enhanced by using
additional input/output (I/O) and internal decoupling capacitors
and by increasing I/O-to-C4 wire widths.

Introduction

With the steady advance of integrated circuit chip

technology to ever-smaller features, more devices per

chip, and ever-higher operating frequencies, application-

specific integrated circuit (ASIC) design faces many new

challenges. The Blue Gene*/L (BG/L) compute chip

is among the most highly integrated chips produced

to date, incorporating a full complement of system-

on-a-chip (SoC) features, including hard cores

(PowerPC* processor cores [1], floating-point units

[2]), soft cores (Ethernet interface, test access macro

[3]), custom logic, synchronous random access memory

chips (SRAMs), and embedded dynamic random access

memory chips (DRAMs) [4, 5]. Architecturally, it holds

two microprocessors, each with an attached floating-

point coprocessor, a full L1/L2/L3 memory hierarchy, an

interface to external double-data-rate (DDR) DRAM,

and five different communications interfaces (Figure 1).

The chip operates at up to 700 MHz, with some critical

circuits running at 1.4 GHz.

A system this complex necessarily puts significant

demands on the ASIC technology and the design

methodology used to create it. IBM 0.13-lm technology,

CMOS 8SF, is used as the basis for the Cu-11 ASIC

library [6]. The BG/L chip (BLC) takes full advantage of

the technology and the features of the Cu-11 library to

achieve its high level of integration. This paper describes

the overall design approach used. Working within the

framework of the standard IBM ASIC methodology and

design tools, new techniques were devised to deal with the

special challenges posed by this chip. Emphasis is placed

on the features that represent extensions, enhancements,

or significant new variations of existing ASIC

methodologies.

Floorplan

Figure 2 is a photograph of the chip taken prior to the

application of the wiring to enhance the visibility of the

circuitry. The major regions of the chip are indicated.

As discussed below, physical design of a chip with a
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combination of objects of mixed sizes is challenging, so it

was important to carefully plan the overall chip layout to

minimize placement and wiring problems later on. In

general, this meant placing the largest objects (embedded

DRAMs and processor cores) with the logical structure of

the chip in mind so that excessive wiring congestion

was avoided, while also placing these large objects

near the edges of the chip to maximize the amount of

uninterrupted space in the middle for random

logic placement. Similarly, the SRAM arrays were

preplaced near the edges of their respective functional

units and, where possible, near the edges of the

chip to allow a maximum of open space for the unit

logic.

Within this general guideline, the floorplan for the chip

was driven by three primary considerations. First, the

input/output (I/O) for the primary communications

networks—the collective1 and the torus [7] (see

Figure 1)—are 1.5-V differential drivers and receivers,

while the remaining I/O, primarily the DDR DRAM

interface, are 2.5 V. Cu-11 allows multiple I/O voltages,

but standard image configurations require that there

be only one voltage in each quadrant of the die. This

condition can be relaxed for custom images, but for

simplicity, it was decided to use the predefined quadrant

definitions. Therefore, the collective and torus and their

off-chip interfaces were placed in one quadrant, and the

remaining units with off-chip interfaces were placed in

the other three quadrants. The specific assignment of

the C4 contacts for each of these networks was driven

by packaging considerations, allowing for the easiest

wiring path considering the desired design of the first-

level package and circuit card.

Figure 1

Blue Gene/L compute (BLC) chip architecture. Yellow shading 
indicates off-the-shelf cores. ©2002 IEEE. Reprinted with 
permission from G. Almasi et al., “Cellular Supercomputing with 
System-on-a-Chip,” Digest of Technical Papers, 2002 IEEE 
International Solid-State Circuits Conference. 
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Figure 2

The Blue Gene/L compute chip, showing the twin PowerPC 440 
processors (PU0 and PU1) and their associated floating-point units 
(FPU0 and FPU1), network interface controllers (collective, torus, 
JTAG, Eth), and the memory hierarchy (L1 caches internal to the 
processor units, L2, and L3). The four large arrays in the L3 region 
are the 4 MB of embedded DRAM. The small rectangles distributed 
throughout the L3 region and elsewhere are I/O cells and decoupling 
capacitors. ©2005 IEEE. Reprinted with permission from A. A. 
Bright et al., “Creating the Blue Gene/L Supercomputer from Low 
Power System-on-a-Chip ASICs,” Digest of Technical Papers, 
2005 IEEE International Solid-State Circuits Conference.
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Second, the two PowerPC processor hard cores with

their associated double-wide floating-point units (FPUs)

operate at 700 MHz and must communicate with the L2

cache units at that speed and with low latency; the two L2

units must likewise have low latency between them. These

requirements were met by arranging the processor cores

face-to-face, with the L2 cache units and a shared SRAM

between them. Because of the shape and position of the

FPUs with respect to the processors to which they are

attached, the resulting processor cluster surrounds the L2

cache units. Figure 3 is a sketch of the final floorplan with

the major buses indicated. Although the L2 cache units

communicate at high bandwidth with several other units,

which requires a large number of wire crossings over the

FPU below them, the wiring capability of the technology

is high enough to accommodate these buses.

The third important floorplanning consideration

concerns the placement of the embedded DRAMs.

Because of the large number of wide buses and the need

to keep the controller logic compact for low latency, the

four embedded DRAM macros were arranged with two

on each side of the controller logic, even though this split

placement would make it necessary to duplicate certain

parts of the controller logic in order to meet timing

requirements. The high I/O count for the external DDR

DRAM interface required the use of most of the available

C4 locations in the lower half of the chip, including many

superimposed on the embedded DRAM macros. Detailed

I/O placement was also driven by the requirement that

prescribed locations for the 64 alternating current (ac) test

pins be included among the C4 locations used. The I/O

ports were placed as close as possible to their respective

C4 contacts to minimize wire resistance. The specific

assignments of the I/O cells and C4 contacts for the

external memory clock, data, data strobe, address, and

control signals were selected to ensure balanced timing

between signals and to facilitate the package design.

Die size is a major determinant of manufacturing cost.

The initial high-level design for the BG/L set ambitious

goals with respect to network bandwidths (I/O count) and

buffer sizes. Die size estimates from floorplanning

indicated the need for a 12.0-mm3 12.0-mm chip, which

was deemed too expensive. By revising the bandwidth and

buffering requirements to be in better balance with

processor performance and system hardware

limitations, it was possible to reduce the die size to

11.1 mm3 11.1 mm, which carried an acceptable cost

commensurate with the cost of other node components.

The utilization of chip area is illustrated in Figure 4.

More than half of the chip is consumed by the hard cores

and embedded DRAMs. Other fixed components, such

as I/O cells, decoupling capacitors, fuse macros, and

SRAMs, occupy another quarter. Only about 10% of

the area is used for custom logic. This high degree of

utilization of predesigned entities is the essence of SoC

design and makes it possible for a modest-sized team

to complete such a highly complex design.

Synthesis methodology

Starting from the Very high-speed integrated circuit

Hardware Description Language (VHDL) logic design,

Figure 3

Locations of the major buses where wiring congestion was a concern.
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the synthesis process consists of four basic steps: high-

level synthesis, technology mapping, timing correction,

and physical design. These operations are carried out

using the IBM electronic design automation (EDA)

toolset [8]: Hiasynth, BooleDozer*, EinsTimer*, and

ChipBench*, respectively. The IBM Engineering and

Technology Services Design Center has developed

an enhanced environment for the synthesis and timing

tools [9]. This environment consists of a set of standard

scripts for performing tasks such as unit-level synthesis,

‘‘stitching’’ or wiring together synthesized units, and

timing correction. The scripts are highly parameterized

to provide flexibility within a framework, which frees

designers from many of the subtle details of operation

of the synthesis tools. This allows them to focus simply

on what they want the tools to accomplish and specify

parameter values accordingly. By maintaining a standard

set of parameters at the project level, tool support is

simplified as well. The designer typically needs to

customize only a relatively few parameters for the specific

requirements of a particular unit.

It is worth noting that the presence of embedded

DRAM arrays in the design did not require significant

changes in the methodology. A strength of the IBM

embedded DRAM technology [4, 5] is that it is seamlessly

integrated into the ASIC libraries. Embedded DRAM

arrays are handled very much the same way as SRAMs.

The only exception is that the deep-trench process that

creates the embedded DRAM cell capacitors requires, for

process uniformity, a certain minimum density of deep-

trench shapes on the die. If, as often happens, that

minimum is not met by the deep trenches within the

embedded DRAMs, additional ‘‘deep-trench fill’’ cells

must be added to make up the difference. This

requirement can have an impact on the die size and,

to a lesser extent, on the floorplan, but is otherwise

transparent.

At all stages of the design process, it is important to

verify that the design remains functionally identical to

the original VHDL logic design. This is accomplished

using the IBM Verity tool [10], which verifies logical

equivalence between the different views of the design

which are produced by the synthesis tools at various

stages of the process.

Timing closure

In the usual ASIC approach to timing correction, the

timing specification and synthesis parameters are

based on worst-case conditions for technology process

parameters, voltage, and temperature. This approach is

designed to ensure that all parts free of manufacturing

defects will meet the timing specifications and be usable

by the customer.

The BG/L design uses a different approach. The

guaranteed worst-case performance of the Cu-11

PowerPC core design is less than the BG/L target of

700 MHz. Therefore, sorting parts by frequency is

required. A timing strategy is needed that maximizes the

yield of parts meeting the target frequency. For a high-

performance design such as BG/L, the standard ASIC

worst-case strategy has a significant shortcoming. In

advanced technologies such as CMOS 8SF, the reduced

dimensions of the wire interconnects and insulation

between wires result in higher wire resistance and

capacitance. As a consequence, wire delay has become

a significant contributor to overall circuit delay.

However, the variability of wire delay resulting from

process variations, from worst case to nominal to

best case, is much less than the variability of device

performance, so timing correction done at worst-case

conditions sees the effects of device degradation more

than wire degradation. Thus, the paths that are found

to be critical for timing closure are typically paths

with many stages of logic and not much wiring.

The effect of this on the performance distribution

of manufactured chips designed with worst-case

assumptions is that device performance improves as the

process moves away from worst-case conditions, but wire

delay remains relatively unchanged. For wire-intensive

paths, the low-frequency tail of the distribution is

inhibited from improving as much as it would if

wire delay were less severe, so a larger fraction of

manufactured chips may be expected to fall below

the sort criterion.

An alternative approach was used for the BLC.

The design was synthesized and timed using nominal

conditions, at a frequency target high enough to account

for various factors that are not taken into account by the

timing models. These factors include the variance

between the cycle time of functional circuits and the cycle

time measured by the on-chip ring oscillators used as

performance monitors, degradation of performance over

time due to aging, and variability of the voltage across the

chip. Under nominal timing conditions, device delay is

not exaggerated, so the balance between wire and logic

delays is less biased. The timing-critical paths include

proportionally more wire delay, so the low-frequency

tail of the performance distribution is less broadened

than in worst-case synthesis.

A different technique was reported [11] for helping the

timing analysis to better account for wire-delay-limited

paths by timing under worst-case conditions and

artificially increasing the wire resistance by 30%. In that

work, the concern was the improvement in worst-case

device performance as the process matures, allowing the

operating frequency to be increased. In effect, the early

process worst-case devices on wire-dominated paths are
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oversized, so that later in the process lifetime, the faster

worst-case devices on these paths will compensate for the

relatively unchanging wiring delays, making these paths

more likely to meet the higher target frequency timing. In

comparison, the method used on the BLC avoids the

arbitrariness of the 30% boost and uses the real nominal

timing rules to size devices for real wire loads. This results

in better accuracy, more efficient use of power, and

greater certainty that the timing goals are successfully

met.

BG/L synthesis and timing were done under nominal

conditions at a frequency sufficient to provide a guard

band above the 700-MHz target. Subsequent timing

analysis using worst-case timing models at the lower

frequency guaranteed for the PowerPC cores revealed

relatively few timing misses (paths that exceed the

specified cycle time). It was possible to correct these

paths during the physical design phase, resulting in the

achievement of timing closure under both nominal and

worst-case conditions. As a result, the probability of low-

performing parts was minimized, and confidence that the

design would work properly, whether manufactured

with nominal or worst-case process conditions, was

maximized.

Clock tree
The clock tree provides several functions. In addition to

creating, distributing, and buffering the functional and

scan clocks, the clock tree minimizes clock skew both

within a clock domain and between domains. It also

provides the structure and control signals to support

on-chip test and debug capabilities, such as array built-

in self test (ABIST), logic built-in self test (LBIST), and

debug access through the JTAG (IEEE 1149.1 standard

developed by the Joint Test Action Group) port.

The BG/L clock tree is described in detail in [3]. The

functional clock tree is shown schematically in Figure 5.

The oscillator signal is received at either 700 MHz or

350 MHz and is used in its raw form to clock the logic in

the high-speed data-recovery circuits [12] for the collective

and the torus. This was required after detailed timing

analysis of the bit serial links revealed insufficient margin

to allow a phase-locked loop (PLL), with its associated

long- and short-term jitter, to be used to clock these DDR

I/Os. After being divided down, the oscillator is used as

the reference signal for an on-chip PLL with an output

frequency of 1,400 MHz. The PLL output is divided

down to several frequencies, which therefore maintain

a well-defined frequency and phase relationship to one

another. The divided clock signals are distributed to the

various units on the chip.

Unlike the specialized clock distribution methodologies

used in custom processor design [13], the methodology

for BG/L was based on an ASIC clock distribution

methodology that efficiently routes low-skew trees to

latches as needed. The clock tree is designed and

maintained separately from the rest of the logic on the

chip. The clock gating signals, test control signals, and

frequency dividers are kept within the clock tree and drive

idealized clock splitters, which are considered to have

enough drive strength to power all of the latches and

registers to which they are attached, with ideal timing.

The details of the clock control logic are thus not

entangled with the functional logic, and the logic

designers see the clocks as simply B-clock and C-clock

pairs, without having to deal with the multitude of test

control and clock gating signals. It is not until the chip

reaches the physical design stages that the idealized

clock splitters are converted to real clock splitters and

propagated to the ends of the clock tree branches.

Balancing, resizing, and skew minimization are

performed within the physical design environment

as described below.

Datapath placement

The ASIC approach to physical design relies on

automated placement and wiring tools to achieve

reasonable performance and area with as little manual

intervention as possible. Some parts of the BLC design

demanded exceptional performance and timing

uniformity, and others required careful bus layout

to achieve high area utilization and efficient timing.

These requirements were met by assembling selected

components into ‘‘datapaths,’’ that is, clusters of custom-

placed components with carefully optimized placement

relationships to minimize wire loads and delays, ensure

uniform delays through multiple identical paths, or

guide the wiring and placement of other components.

Techniques and tools were developed that are used

within ChipBench to specify the datapath component

placements relationally so that structures can be

described in an easily visualized way and modifications

can be made with minimal effort. For example, rows or

columns are formed by simply listing the components and

any needed spaces between them in order. The rows or

columns are then easily stacked together into blocks

in the same way. To build up larger structures, it is

beneficial to take advantage of any hierarchy in the

design. The unit is synthesized without flattening the

hierarchy. Placement of individual cells or blocks

is done within the lowest hierarchical units, after

which these units are placed within their parent cells

by the same technique, and so on. The structure is

then flattened and is henceforth handled as a single

object.

Examples of three datapath assemblies on the BLC are

shown in Figure 6. The largest of these designs is part of

the high-speed data recovery circuits, which receive off-
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chip signals and serialize them for the collective and torus

interfaces. The design is described in detail in [12]. Here it

is sufficient to note that the received signal has arbitrary

phase and is phase-aligned to the on-chip clock by means

of a delay line (chain of inverters). The signals at each

stage of the chain are sampled and analyzed to determine

the stage with optimum phase for error-free reception.

This circuit demands both high-speed operation and a

high degree of uniformity from stage to stage, including

not only the inverter chain itself but also the surrounding

logic. Both requirements were met by careful layout of

the components into a regular structure that could be

replicated to form the chain. The basic unit, consisting

of an inverter and the latches and logic around it, is

indicated in Figure 6. This unit is replicated 32 times

and stacked horizontally. Additional logic, such as

multiplexer trees, show somewhat less regularity while

still using multiple instances of similar cells. This logic

is also custom placed above and below the delay chain

using the hierarchical approach described above.

Before creating the datapath and using the IBM

PowerSpice circuit simulator, simple simulations

assuming reasonable wire loads were constructed to

choose logic cell strength, clock fan-out strategies, and

decoupling. After placement and wiring, timing-critical

and duty-cycle-critical areas of the clock and clocking

were analyzed by running PowerSpice simulations on the

extracted net lines. Correspondence between static timing

and PowerSpice results was close enough that no post-

wiring changes were required. The assemblage was

Figure 5

Blue Gene/L compute chip clock tree structure. ©2005 IEEE. Reprinted with permission. Adapted from A. A. Bright, “Creating the Blue 
Gene/L Supercomputer from Low Power System-on-a-Chip ASICs,” Digest of Technical Papers, 2005 IEEE International Solid-State Circuits 
Conference.
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treated as a single unit to be embedded into the physical

design and placed as required on the chip. Several

instances are visible in Figure 2 in both the collective

and torus regions on the left side of the chip.

The standard wiring tools in ChipBench were used to

wire the datapaths along with the surrounding logic.

Experience has shown that a well-designed datapath

placement is easy to wire without resorting to circuitous

paths that could adversely affect performance or

uniformity, so there is no need to use a custom wiring

methodology. The ability to use routine wiring allows full

placement flexibility, which could be impeded if custom

wiring were used.

The control logic in the L3 cache [14] has many wide

buses (512 bits plus ECC) that communicate with the

embedded DRAMs. Efficient, orderly placement was

essential to keep the wires from becoming entangled,

which could degrade both performance and area

utilization. Entanglement can result in excessive wire

lengths on paths that encounter wiring congestion. The

extra buffering and wire delay along these paths makes

timing closure challenging. Wiring congestion can also

make it necessary to spread the logic apart simply to

make room for the wires, which wastes chip area.

Custom placement of the entire L3 cache would be

clearly impractical, but with well-planned placement

of critical components, the wiring was guided into

a manageable configuration. Two 512-bit 3 5-way

multiplexers were assembled as datapaths on either side

of the generating logic, with the bits stacked in the same

order as the embedded DRAM ports. They are visible in

Figure 2 as the thin vertical shapes that extend nearly to

the bottom edge of the chip between the lower pair of

embedded DRAMs. These preplaced datapaths provided

a constraint on the wiring that eliminated much of the

randomness that would otherwise be unavoidable in

an unguided placement of this large unit. The area

utilization and timing of the L3 cache were significantly

improved, and the effort required to wire it was greatly

reduced.

Physical design

With 95 million transistors, the Blue Gene/L chip used

the IBM Blue Logic* Cu-11 ASIC technology and design

system [6] as the framework for physical design. To

manage the classical conflicting metrics of die size, timing,

routability, and schedule, several novel measures were

employed. These measures resulted in a relatively high

(90%) silicon area utilization at the top level of the chip

hierarchy. Any available space within hard cores was

protected against encroachment by top-level cells to allow

hard-core enhancements to continue concurrently with

physical design at the top level. Even with higher than

typical utilization, the residual area proved sufficient for

last-minute engineering changes.

As an SoC, the BG/L chip contains large objects,

including the PowerPC cores, custom FPUs, embedded

DRAMs, and various memory elements. In addition, it

includes more than one million Cu-11 library elements.

With area array I/O, the I/O circuits and their decoupling

circuits are positioned near their C4 pads among these

large and small objects (see Figure 2). This mixture of

object sizes is a floorplanning challenge, as discussed

earlier. To manage this challenge and to keep resources

low, the physical design was done in a simple flat manner.

Area constraints for each logical unit, use of datapaths,

and preplacement of critical circuitry maintained the

spirit of the logical hierarchy.

After the large objects and other critical circuitry were

positioned, the remaining top-level logic cells were placed.

Before executing this task, the netlist was modified in two

ways. First, all buffer cells present in the netlist were

removed. This buffering is created when synthesis is run

before physical design to get a rough idea of performance

and area. This removal resulted in a smaller number of

cells to be placed, and it eliminated arbitrary connectivity

that can frustrate placement algorithms. Second, if both

inverted and noninverted versions of a logic signal were

needed, the netlist was altered to propagate only one

version of the signal with any inversion accomplished by

adding a small inverter at sink pins. This eliminated the

Figure 6

Datapath for the high-speed data reception macro (yellow). The 
delay chain repeating unit is outlined in white. Two smaller 
datapaths are also visible (green and cerise). The red rectangles 
are regular decoupling capacitors. ©2005 IEEE. Reprinted with 
permission from A. A. Bright et al., “Creating the Blue Gene/L 
Supercomputer from Low Power System-on-a-Chip ASICs,” 
Digest of Technical Papers, 2005 IEEE International Solid-State 
Circuits Conference.
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possibility that both inverted and noninverted signals

might have to span long distances to potentially nearby

sinks. These measures served to rid the netlist of arbitrary

connectivity and create interconnect topologies conducive

to good cell placement.

Because BG/L is an SoC, the routing space is

fragmented by large objects (see Figure 3), each of which

has unique routing blockage characteristics. After cell

placement, routing congestion was found to be acceptable

as defined by completion of all connections and minimal

meandering of the routes. After the addition of nearly

500,000 buffers to aid in timing closure, routing

congestion was severe. The results from physical

synthesis, which involved running placement and timing

optimization concurrently, were even worse. The timing

optimizers continue to mature but, at the time, they

were blind to the routing congestion they created. To

circumvent this and guide the automatic buffer insertion

tools, a thousand buffers were strategically positioned

and not allowed to move. As seen in Figure 3, there is a

confluence of major buses traveling around the edge of

the PowerPC 440 (PPC440) from the collective to the link

regions and over the FPU from the L2 to the L3 regions.

By guiding arbitrary buffering away from these two

routing hot spots, acceptable routing congestion was

achieved. In addition, some low-speed paths were

elongated to further reduce routing congestion and

provide margin for new routes required by engineering

changes to the netlist. The small amount of manual buffer

placement was an inexpensive resource investment to

inoculate the design against routing congestion.

The clock tree distribution network was designed to

close timing with a zero-skew tree. Because of physical

design skew, process variation, and clock jitter, there is

always uncertainty surrounding a zero-skew goal. The

physical design skew was contained by building balanced

trees for all sinks. On the high-fan-out trees, structural

clock buffers (SCBs) were used. These are long, narrow

buffers with an output bus along the full length, suitable

for building large trees. The SCBs were hand-placed on

the basis of domain loading and domain area. Balanced

routing was done on SCB trees and all domains that had

low skew requirements. After balanced routing was

completed, the low-skew trees had physical design skews

below 100 ps for each group or domain. Process variation

skew within a domain was contained by minimizing the

latency on the largest tree. Similarly, process variation

between frequency domains was reduced by dividing

these domains in the center of the chip, rather than near

the PLL at the upper left corner, to maintain the highest

possible commonality. The IBM Clock Designer, a

splitter cloning tool, was used with load capacitance

targets set globally at 300 fF to drive splitter cloning,

placement, and connections. This cloning resulted in

splitters with matching loads. The low-skew domains

had targets set locally at 250 fF to allow for extra wire

capacitance when balance-routing these nets. The global

distribution finished with an average of 32 latches per

splitter cell, where all on-chip latches were driven directly

from a splitter.

Skew was accounted for in timing using standard

ASIC EinsTimer mechanisms. Physical design skew is

accounted for by looking for the absolute arrival times

at splitter outputs, which vary slightly on the basis of

mismatching loading and wiring within the tree. Process

variation skew is calculated from the late-mode and early-

mode arrival times on the basis of the technology timing

rules, taking account of both best-case and worst-case

timing. Common path credit is then checked on all paths

that have negative slacks, and credit is given where

data and clock have common clock paths.

Oscillator jitter was minimized as well. The input

oscillator, which drives the high-speed data-recovery

circuits, has a low period jitter of 40 ps worst case.

Additionally, the PLL was set up to minimize its period

jitter by using the fastest voltage-controlled oscillator

frequency along with no division. This caused only 50 ps

of worst-case period jitter for the majority of the on-chip

clocks. These minimization techniques allowed for more

available cycle time on latch-to-latch paths.

Figure 7

Process flow for engineering change orders.
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Adding robustness in targeted areas can help protect

physical design schedules. On BG/L, our targeted areas

included enhanced power bus robustness, which avoided

rework as new substrate parasitics became available or

new analysis tools were added to the methodology.

Shielding and isolating of critical routes was performed.

Decoupling capacitors were added to reduce power-

supply noise near noise-generating and noise-sensitive

circuits, particularly around the hard cores and the

datapaths (see Figure 6), and were also added

ubiquitously into the chip.

Engineering changes
After a chip design is frozen and released to physical

design, timing closure becomes the responsibility of the

physical design team. Timing fixes are inserted into

the physical design netlist by means of engineering

change orders, or ECOs. Logic bug fixes, including

fixes to solve self-test problems, may also be identified

and are handled by an extension of the same mechanism.

Figure 7 shows the process flow.

At the time the design is frozen, a ‘‘snapshot’’ is taken

that constitutes a definitive ‘‘golden’’ copy of the VHDL

and associated timing assertions and parameters. This

version of the design is the basis for simulation to verify

that it is functionally correct. The netlist provided to

physical design is synthesized from this snapshot. IBM

Verity is used to verify logical equivalence between the

VHDL and the pre-physical-design netlist, and between

the pre-physical-design and post-physical-design netlists.

When a logic bug is identified, the fix is applied to a

new working copy of the VHDL, which is simulated to

verify correctness. The new VHDL is then promoted

into a new snapshot, which becomes the new ‘‘golden’’

version. Concurrently, the physical design netlist is

updated manually as follows. The smallest portion of the

netlist that contains all of the logic requiring changes is

identified and pruned from the full netlist. The designer

makes the changes by editing the pruned section. A

command is run that compares the original and edited

versions of the pruned section and extracts the differences

into a file in a format that can be used to apply the

changes to the full physical design netlist. Verity is used in

two steps, as before, to verify that the new physical design

netlist is logically equivalent to the new ‘‘golden’’ VHDL.

This process provides a very manageable framework for

generating, tracking, and verifying ECOs.

Conclusions
The Blue Gene/L chip is an advanced system-on-a-chip

design that placed new demands on the normal ASIC

methodology. Through careful floorplanning, an

innovative approach to timing closure, the use of custom-

placed datapath assemblies, and other novel physical

design techniques, the design challenges were successfully

met. The physical design integration was completed, and

chips were manufactured in a first-time-right manner

within the constraints of die size, routing, timing, and

schedule.
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